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HOW TO USE THIS REPORT

In the pages which follow, you will see descriptions of your character traits, relationship potentials and
challenges, as well as career potentials, and even more.
All or most of these sometimes intimate descriptions will be linked in some way with your past lives and your
experiences in the planetary realms between lifetimes (the interlife).
Yet, you may ask, how can this information best be used?
First, HELP YOURSELF. The enclosed uplifting commentary can only be truly beneficial if you see it as a
means of self-help and self-transformation. So to get the maximum practical benefit out of each page of this
report, focus on connecting what you read with what is going on in your life now.
Next, LOOK FOR PATTERNS. When you see repeated references -- for instance to similar careers, pursuits or
vocations -- you should consider these references seriously. They demonstrate a positive karmic connection
which you now have with these same career-related potentials from past life endeavors. So, because of prior life
success, these areas of expression should be easier for you to find rewarding or to succeed in, as compared with
in other areas.
Also, pay close attention to REMEDIAL MEASURES. For instance, you may be given an affirmation to use in
meditation (or a prayer). Or you may be given a crystal/gemstone to wear. These means of balancing out
challenging vibrations can indeed be very helpful, especially if used in a hopeful manner.
Finally, this report is a synthesis of past life and planetary interlife interpretations originally given clairvoyantly
by Edgar Cayce, for individuals with your same planetary patterns at birth. So in applying this report to your
personal life, you should RESPECT INNER GUIDANCE --through dreams, meditation and past life regression
for example -- as primary resources for this kind of information; and most important, RESPECT YOUR FREE
WILL! You alone must choose and know what is really best for you.
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Your birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of the planets at the time of your birth.
Astrologer Ry Redd calculated on computer the astrology charts for hundreds of people who received readings
by Edgar Cayce which contained astrologically based information. By studying these astrology charts, Ry Redd
determined what planetary influences were most likely responsible for the readings by Edgar Cayce. In many
cases the astrological basis of the Cayce readings appears to be very straightforward. From this information Ry
Redd was able to develop, in conjunction with the computer programmers at Cosmic Patterns Software, an
analysis of your birth chart as Ry Redd believes that Edgar Cayce's psychic readings would have interpreted it.
Ry Redd's research effort was exhaustive and was conducted over many years, some of which was spent at the
Edgar Cayce library at the Association for Research and Enlightenment headquarters in Virginia Beach,
Virginia.
For the benefit of students of astrology, these positions, along with other technical information, are listed
below:
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Tropical Zodiac Local Mean Time observed.
GMT: 14:54:00 Time Zone: 0 hours West.
Lat. and Long. of birth: 51 N 29
0 W 00
Sidereal Sun position is 5 deg. 50 min. of Virgo
Sidereal Moon position is 19 deg. 19 min. of Aries
Aspects and orbs:
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Sextile
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Harmonious aspects are: Trine or Sextile
Inharmonious aspects are: Square or Opposition
Your Past Life Report begins on the following page . . .
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Your Sun is in an inharmonious pattern with Neptune.
You are very unusual, highly intuitive and psychic. You should be closely associated with those who study
such phenomena from the spiritual viewpoint, rather than purely academically, as phenomena only. You are a
dreamy soul and certainly should keep a dream journal: through your dreams, meditations and even
daydream-reveries you have a natural mode of expression in which you can be a source of helpful guidance.
Through recording your dream life you can warn and guide many other people, as well as yourself.
You are highly emotional, almost obsessive at times, yet very calm at others. This shifting of feelings is
rooted in your difficulty in seeing clearly where your emotions are involved. This can result in self-deception
upon occasion, and should be balanced by a focus on spiritual principles and ideals rather than metaphysical
ideas.
While sincerity is a very important virtue to you, others do not always interpret your actions in this way.
One reason for the disillusionment that comes with your likely conflict between integrity and deceitfulness is
your tendency to be continually seeking that which is just beyond your grasp. This mystical, spiritual
perfectionist attitude on one hand makes it difficult for projects to be completed, while on the other at times
causes others to doubt both your intentions and your real abilities. In turn, you may begin to seriously doubt
them too.
While going even most of your life appearing to be peculiar to other people and rarely understood, you
have exceptional spiritual insight concerning soul development in the earth plane. You are one whom others may
be greatly benefitted through their contact with you.
You should also stay close to water, yet not deep water like that crossed during long voyages. The water
influence from Neptune will always be strong in your body-mind and will help keep you tuned to a higher
spiritual consciousness.
As a writer, the kind of unusual story you might excel in would have to do with the sea on one hand, say
the situation of castaways on a South Sea isle. Alternatively, you could write imaginatively about souls in a
purely spiritual or holy life, such as monks, nuns, priests and others who have taken celibacy vows yet are faced
with the demands of the material world.
As a remedial measure to balance out vibratorily the challenges described above, wearing the pearl would
be well. [2175-1, 2533-1, 2448-2, 2746-1, 2346-1, 1261-1, 2331-1, 1434-1]
Your Sun harmoniously aspects Saturn.
From several past lives you have developed a powerful drive to succeed through trying fresh angles,
making new beginnings. Your endurance and persistence come in part from your resourceful capacity to rub out
the past and begin over again. In other words, you have considerable capacity for endurance of changes in this
life experience. Your personal relationships often serve as a means for getting you into situations you ultimately
need for your development.
For example, you have the uncanny yet practical know-how for developing relationships in which you can
better serve the needs of a specific environment, institution, or organization. Further, you are able to change your
associations and surroundings toward more efficient activity without running away from your home and family
responsibilities. With your close friends, you are very direct and are known for your honesty and integrity. You
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have the innate ability to be of service to a great many people, by helping them make connections in a wide
variety of endeavors.
Know that the most important experience you can have is to know what IS your ideal spiritually. Once the
ideal is set, if you then entrust your purposes to such an ideal, you will find guidance and support when doubts
and conflicts arise. With an ideal that can relate to all aspects of your life -- physically and mentally, as well as
spiritually -- you can surely become a leader in your chosen vocation. Indeed, your past lives karmically exert a
benevolent influence in your natural inclinations for success in your career, especially through travel and the
people you contact through travel.
Regarding your career, you have special talent in management, sales and handling large sums of money as,
say, treasurer, financial secretary, budget officer, or accountant for a large organization. You have probably
experienced past life patterns of involvement with trading or banking families like the Astors in early New York,
or as a lender-treasurer in ancient Persia, or as the quartermaster during even earlier rebellions in prehistoric
Egypt.
In addition, you are one who enables others to see themselves in a light that they have not yet seen. But
your abilities run more to that of a career as a leader or manager, or as one who will be a force behind leaders
and executives. In this way may you excel or exceed the most in the present, both for your own soul
development and for the service or aid which you may provide for others. [1916-5, 1213-1]
Your Sun is in an inharmonious pattern with Jupiter.
Your afterlife experience in the realm of Jupiter brings you a helpfulness in getting along with those in
powerful, prominent positions, especially in helping them to develop brotherly love in their actions. You have
great abilities in your associations with such individuals in these ennobling directions. As long as you avoid
tendencies toward false pride and taking any selfish advantage of your influential role, you should continue to
bring harmony into the lives of others whom you contact.
You also have the capacity from Jupiter's experience of keeping balance and remaining tolerant while
going through various turmoils about you. These challenges are most likely to have taken the form of
antagonisms on a larger scale dealing with groups, organizations and institutions as well as individuals around
you. These experiences have probably not been without anxiety for you nor has your judgment always been
without exaggeration. However, your patience and capacity to forgive are the basis for your endurance of such
animosity and unpredictable behavior on the part of others.

Your mental trends and self-expression will be in very definite, ambitious directions this lifetime. One
result of your drive to make yourself felt is that you will be heard of from both far and near as a powerful soul
with considerable broadness of vision. This drive can be a constructive expansion beneficial to others -- while
contributing to your soul development -- or, it can be merely an expansion of your desire to gratify your own
motives (the latter will most often take the form of extravagance and questionable judgment in finances).
As to which of these will prevail, the answer lies in what you do in applying your free will and your
abilities to know what you have set as your ideal. Resources for ideals include reading English literature and
history, along with inspiration from music. As remedial measures for this somewhat challenging pattern, the
wearing of planetary gemstones about the body can be a helpful vibratory influence. Specifically recommended
is either the turquoise blue or pigeon-blood ruby. [1143-2]
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Your Mercury harmoniously aspects Jupiter.
This fortunate birth pattern gives you abilities in fields of expression, especially writing, where many may
be affected by what you do, yet without a great deal of effort on your part. You have unique mental abilities
which are virtually uncanny: after starting a project and leaving it aside for a while, from unseen sources, almost,
it works itself out. The resourcefulness of this pattern lies especially in its merging of the best of your afterlife
experiences in the spheres of Mercury and Jupiter. This lends to you -- interest-free, or with relatively little
effort -- marked abilities in writing. You also have the natural talent to make new associations and friendships
that are both unusual and widely varying in social position.
While you may occasionally belittle your abilities you nonetheless have considerable capacities for
creative expression in music. You have good judgment and policies toward both individuals and groups as well
as a commendable quality of being able to control your temper.
Past life experiences are likely in teaching, writing and even establishing schools of the arts and religion.
These educational institutions could range from early America to ancient Greece, Persia and Egypt.
As a result of these experiences in the earth and in the planetary heavens between lives, you have
outstanding intellectual qualities which attract to you individuals with quite exceptional abilities. Some of these
souls are likely to be brilliant or even geniuses. Other people will be not only gifted but from all walks of life.
Your broad resources include attracting the materially rich and the poor, banker and beggar, politician and
tramp, prominent church people as well as atheists and agnostics. This all combines to make life for you both
worthwhile and interesting.
Jupiter exerts a confidence-building role in your life from your experience in that realm of the faithful.
While at times there may be disappointments, fears and troubles of various kinds, your faith and confidence
brings hope -- not only to others but to yourself as well -- in the sustaining grace of your high ideals. A past life
origin of this faith and grace was likely to have been experienced during the time of Jesus. [2903-1, 3657-1,
1638-1, 2172-1, 1096-1, 1315-2, 403-1]
Your Mercury harmoniously aspects Mars.
Between death and rebirth you have experienced constructive planetary-loka sojourns in Mercury and Mars
that may be a helpful influence in your present life. This makes for an inquiring mind, one delving into the
thoughts and feelings of others and their experiences, especially as to their mental reactions. Your mental
inquisitiveness manifests on many levels of action. For instance, you can draw conclusions from the experiences
of others as well as how they compare with your own experience.
From your Mars afterlife experience there is a benevolent influence in your life so that often in the disputes
of others, in the wrath and anger they express toward each other, there may come from your own mental attitude
peacemaking experiences even in the material business world of competition that are beneficent. Knowing how
hard it is to be a peacemaker at all, much less where money and cutthroat competition are concerned, perhaps
you can more fully appreciate your talents in this area. Therefore as a peacemaker under the most trying of
conditions and beyond being merely inquisitive, you are a soul who is adept at -- as colloquially expressed -"getting inside people's heads".
You have experienced the planetary consciousnesses in which you may manifest -- in your dealings,
analyzing and studies of individuals and groups -- the highest purposes in the experiences of others. You are,
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then, one with a high ennobling, uplifted and stimulating intellectual energy. In addition, you are one given to be
openly active in helping others to help themselves. Teaching and career counseling, as well as writing and
computer science, are recommended as potentially rewarding pursuits. [2910-1]
Your Mercury is in an inharmonious pattern with Uranus.
This interpretation of your challenging experience in the Uranus and Mercury dimensions between earth
lives is given with an eye to maximizing your strengths and minimizing the faults. Having a prophetic, psychic
channeling capacity, you are one who speaks what is on your mind at once. Yet if what you say causes offense to
be taken and it is necessary to apologize, you will not hesitate to do so. Then, almost as quickly, you are likely to
fly off the handle again very easily.
Your at times erratic mental impatience and irritability can be overcome through will's application,
especially in the choices you make in your relationships with others. It is absolutely essential, then, that special
care be taken in choosing the right associates and partners, particularly your spouse. So, to make the gains in this
world that are your due, it is necessary that you control yourself through applying your will consciously in this
direction.
Peculiar to this birth pattern, your eccentric mental-communication challenges are more internal, being the
result of your own confusion than because of what others have placed in your path. However, your
inspirationally sharp mind allows you to adapt yourself to most any situation. And with your abilities in writing
and reporting of history-making events, you would do quite well in journalism, especially in coverage of
international affairs and diplomacy. Hence your greater vocation lies in the area of communications processes
dealing with things of historic import and of a diplomatic nature.
However, without the manifestation of your will power, you are prone to be in disputes. In these primarily
intellectual disagreements you will be able to prevail in most instances. This is due to your exceptional mental
abilities. Your psychic powers are present as talents for analyzing the minds of others. Yet, with sudden changes
often coming into your experience, your willful mental activities as well as use of your psi faculties have the
distinct tendency to be overtaxing.
In your bewilderment at times concerning this challenge, it is well that you apply your will to look not for
differences but rather for where there can be agreement. For as you magnify differences of opinion as well as
differences in what you choose to do versus what others prefer, you are building barriers which can be quite
difficult to overcome. All such barriers become karmic obstacles which must eventually be met. It is best in the
long run -- and usually in the short term as well -- rather than willfully engaged, that such impatience with others'
opinions be willingly avoided to begin with.
Having very decided likes and dislikes, then, you are therefore one who often finds yourself confused.
Being somewhat impulsive, when overtaxed and confused you may suddenly decide that something must be
done NOW, even if it is the wrong thing. There is really nothing wrong in this as long as you maintain a balance
and learn patience.
One way to do this is through meditation and prayer. You might try an affirmation like, "When my mind
seems to race ahead of itself, I will discipline my thought processes and express myself calmly and clearly.
Rather than jumping the gun on any issue, I will assess information with utmost care before forming an opinion
or taking action." [234-1, 195-14, 3062-2]
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Your Venus is in an inharmonious pattern with Neptune.
At the time of your re-entry into the earth plane your soul flight paths from Venus and Neptune were
squared off or opposed in the zodiac. Your choice to be born when these two planet- flight paths were at odds
with each other resulted in a call-up from your soul's past life records which reveal a love liability in your
cosmic account.
This same challenging choice of re-entry from Venus, realm of love and beauty, and Neptune, realm of
spirituality and mysticism, is made by many sincere seekers who are earnest students on the spiritual path. It
points out this lifetime as an especially important one, for you are directly faced, among other things, with the
necessity to spiritualize the disappointments you have experienced through your great need for love.
That is, your deep desire for affection -- and resulting heartaches from feeling the lack of it -- all must be
given up and instead has to be universalized into BEING, manifesting Love and Compassion.
This is not to say that you should be impractical in being too empathetic and allow yourself to be deceived
(or to deceive or delude yourself), for instance, by giving too much to the wrong --especially spiritual or moral -cause or marrying the wrong person whom you have emotionally over-idealized. Let your prayer or song be,
"Lord, let me learn to BE the love I've been dreaming of, learn to BE the love I need."
The other area of your unclear vision and lack of good judgment at times might manifest in a kind of
"mystical moodiness" as far as inner guidance is concerned (this applies particularly to dreams and meditation
experiences). That is, you may be moved by an impulse thought to be from without -- from higher, spiritual
sources -- when it is really within your own head. Or, conversely, you may often be prompted to act or fail to act
on what you think is only a feeling from within when it is really from without.
There are indicators that an excellent outlet for you would be in counseling others who are emotionally or
spiritually needy, either directly (one-on-one or by leading small groups) or through writing, or both. The main
requirement is for you to CHOOSE. First, through analyzing yourself in such a way as to know what is your
ideal relationship to God. Second, what is your ideal attitude and corresponding life work activity that can fulfill
that purpose, that ideal.
Finally, what is the ideal yet practical manner of expressing these purposes in relationship to those you
deal with on a day-to-day basis. Then, whether it be in fact or fiction, in a private journal or widely read book or
column, WRITE about what you have come up with! There are many, many souls who would benefit, as long as
you really have something constructive and helpful to say as part of a specific purpose and lesson to be learned.
[1962-1]
Your Mars is in an inharmonious pattern with Jupiter.
In addition, Jupiter inclines you to have a broad vision concerning your moral, mental and spiritual
associations and relationships in the material world. Your soul experience in the Jupiter dimension between
earth incarnations accentuates this vision. However, with such a special Jupiterian experience comes special
responsibilities. In making your soul flight from Jupiter, where your consciousness was expanded to great
heights, you made an extended stopover in the Mars dimension. Much, then, of the wisdom you acquired was
lost, with the result that in this lifetime there is the need for you to overcome certain tendencies. These urges
especially include self-indulgence --including not only food and drink but also preoccupation with your own
beliefs -- and blaming both yourself and others when things do not work out in your own interests.
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Very much wanting to be successful in all that you do, at times you are temperamental, self-willed,
over-confident and even brash. From your experience in the Mars dimension after Jupiter and before your
earthly reincarnation, you are often so active in pursuing your goals that you occasionally overshoot them. While
Mars usually makes for tendencies toward anger and resentment, for you most often the anger you feel is
directed at yourself. Nonetheless you are likely to be biased at times by your strong beliefs and opinions, and as
a result you may appear to others to be intolerant, even prejudiced.
Also from your interlife experience in the giant Jupiterian dimension comes your inclination for having
great thoughts and big plans dealing with large numbers of people and large amounts of money. In addition to
being intemperate and lacking in moderation, at times you are easily led, to the point of being taken advantage of
by others. Defeats, especially financial ones, may indeed come through the selfishness of others (in part due to
your lack of good judgment in business: avoid speculative investments).
However, earnest analysis of your ideals -- especially those related to your material goals --may well
reveal that it is yourself rather than others which brings about these failures to follow through or succeed. For
instance, while there are indicators that you tend to be gullible upon occasion, more often it is your own
tendency to overextend yourself that gets you into difficulty. Constructive, creative outlets for to rechannel you
emotionalism and excitability include music, writing, religion and active, practical approaches to spirituality.
So in carrying out an objective self-analysis, you might try honestly to determine exactly why a given
project went wrong, what role your own urge toward excess played in the activity, how much was due to your
actions rather than those of others and how it might be avoided in the future. In this same self-healing process,
an affirmation you might use either as a prayer, as an aid in your meditations or as a suggestion to your
subconscious (ala self-hypnosis) could run something like: "When I catch myself taking on too much, I will slow
down and see if the project is really too big for me to handle. By watching myself in this way and moderating my
actions I will achieve balance and be in a better position to be of service to others this lifetime." [1235-1, 1143-2,
953-4, 953-13, 1757-2]
Your Saturn is conjoined with Uranus.
In a previous life, you may well have had an active role in a rebellion such as the American or French
Revolutions. Your rebellious spirit so highly developed during such a lifetime would have drawn you to the
dimensions of Saturn and Uranus. You timed your return for this incarnation to begin when these two planets
were in the same position in the zodiac -- that is, in conjunction. This pattern offers you a test to pass in this
experience by bringing self-will and rebelliousness from your cosmic past for moderation and taming in the
present.
From your afterlife experience in its spiritual environment, Saturn has made for a great many changes that
have been eminent in your life, though not often made or carried out in your experience. Yet it makes for and is
making for, as it were, a new experience in many of the activities in which you may engage in this lifetime. That
is, from your between- life experiences in Saturn's realm, frequently heavy changes may be eminent, though not
always actualized.
From your Uranian soul journey between lifetimes, you will tend to be strongly centered on -- almost
obsessed with --your drive for freedom and independence. Your likely past life as a rebel will tend to make you
resist accepting anyone as having authority over you. Resisting restraint and driving toward freedom and
autonomy, your behavior at times may seem erratic, often desiring to do this, then wishing to do that -- and the
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more unconventional the activity the better!
Yet, from Saturn's influence, you may well be saddled with responsibilities and limitations. This conflict
between freedom and responsibility may seem at times more than you can handle, resulting in a tendency toward
the other extreme of irresponsibility -- throwing all you've gained out the window. However, with the exertion of
your will in connection with your prayer life, you can use this challenge as a means of making pioneering
changes of potentially great benefit to others.
In addition, although you are likely to be full of energy and originality, self-discipline and compromise are
essential -- part of your test in this life. If you set your democratic ideal of freedom on a stable spiritual
foundation and patiently exert your will, you can convert obstinacy and selfishness into enlightened
determination -- an essential trait of great leaders and pioneers.
In your prayers and meditations, then, keep in the forefront the ideal that in time, in patience, you will
come to know -- and thus truly possess -- your soul, thereby knowing your uniqueness, yet your oneness, with
God!
Your Saturn harmoniously aspects Neptune.
You were born at a time when Saturn (practical planet of changes) and Neptune (spiritual plane of ideals,
dreams, and visions) were in a resourceful, flowing pattern. This is one of the most fortunate ones to have at
birth, for Neptune elevates Saturn to its highest, most ideal level.
Therefore, from your karmic past this brings you spirituality and philosophical depth with the ability to
rely on and apply your dream and meditation guidance in practical ways. Rather than seeking counsel around
you, meet your Maker within yourself, and let the guidance come there as to what you shall do.
Another fortunate feature of this pattern is the opportunity for you to explore inner spiritual planes
successfully and without misfortune. You can then express your experiences in useful, concrete ways valuable to
others on the spiritual path.
In other words, you can be of unique service as the practical spiritual pioneer who dreams. These
experiences in the earth are not so that you can achieve either fame or fortune or even the recognition of a
wonderful accomplishment, but that you can always be a channel through which blessings and help may come to
others.
In addition, you are inclined to be very conscientious and hard working, with very good business skills,
especially in management and organizational work, and in design or planning.
Be sure to balance the responsible, business side of your life with opportunities for rest and recreation. You
will be even more effective when you labor if you take time to love nature -- to smell its flowers, listen to its
birds, watch its sunsets.

NOTE: The Zodiac signs of the Sun and Moon are
analyzed below. First they will be analyzed in
the Tropical zodiac. If the positions are
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different in the Sidereal zodiac, then they
will also be analyzed in the Sidereal zodiac.
Also, if the Sun and Moon are in the same zodiac
sign, then only the Sun position is interpreted;
the Moon position, being the same as the Sun
position, does not need to be interpreted in
this case.

Your Sun is in Virgo (Tropical zodiac).
As to the activities which are innate or outwardly manifested in your life, coming in the astronomical
constellation of Virgo, at times you may have the appearance of being too self-sufficient in your relationships
with others. Hence you may be considered somewhat eccentric, especially in your choice of associates and
friendships.
There is also a likely tendency for you to approach life in a very rational way, resulting in your being
considered by others as having a rather materialistic turn of mind. At the same time this also gives you the
ability to train or direct the training of the minds of young people.
Long ago, one of your likely past lives was in an ideal nature setting, where you were known for your
courage and for your ability to heal. From this distant lifetime you are less likely than most people to be
dominated by others and you are usually inclined to carry your share of responsibilities. This experience may
have been in South or Central America as a member of one of the native cultures in the Amazon forest of Brazil
or the Aztec Indians of Mexico.
Mercury is the planet which rules or symbolizes the essence of the sign Virgo. Higher levels of learning
and teaching, then, have been yours in these lifetimes, from successful interaction with nature to more religious
pursuits like participating in the Holy Crusades to Palestine and neighboring lands. You may also have followed
Alexander the Great on his history-making and Greek culture-expanding military excursions into Arabia and
India. [365-3]
Your Moon is in Taurus (Tropical zodiac).
Taurus' influence inclines you to be somewhat headstrong, with a very set and determined manner. Hence
you are not always understood in everything you try to do, or in things which you know yourself to be true. Yet
long-lasting are the influences you make on others with whom you have deep associations from previous lives.
Remember, success or accomplishment in life is not a matter of some great force or influence. Just as
taught by the Master, it is not the power of the storm or of the earthquake or of great noises and the like. Rather
it is the still small voice speaking from within you which becomes the influence through which movements of
truly great forces really arise.
Since your childhood, being outdoors and living close to nature is probably more significant to you than to
most others. This love of nature and the great outdoors is from one or more past lives spent on a farm or in
nature settings. For ages countries on the Mediterranean such as ancient Egypt, Greece and virtually all of the
ancient Mideast lived in close contact with nature. So did the Native Americans of pre-Columbian America.
And surely you were one of them.
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Farming, fishing and hunting then, are among your familiar pursuits (even if they only involve occasional
outdoor activities like gardening, boating or indoors, tending flowers and plants). You also probably have
greater confidence in holistic, natural healing approaches than in modern medicine's "advanced" yet artificial
technology.
Now, Venus is the planet which rules or best symbolizes the essence of the sign Taurus. Of course, Venus
symbolizes the female sex. Centuries ago in oriental cultures women were more feminine -- and experienced
much more respect -- than today. A lifetime in Asia and lands like China, then, are also a likely part of your past
life experiences.[1149-1, 1641-1]
Your Moon is in Aries (Sidereal zodiac).
From Aries are found inclinations often to be considered by others as being headstrong. You may also be
very hard to convince alongside judgments you have made which have been the determining factors in your
experience. Yet once you are convinced of something, you become very determined in that particular direction.
This tendency toward self-determination and being headstrong is probably rooted in at least one lifetime in
ancient Palestine. Your likely link with the tribal nomads known as the Hebrews is expressed in your urge either
to be a powerful yet somewhat dogmatic leader or to be inclined to follow someone with strong leadership
qualities.
Also, living in large or extended family units dominated by a strong director or leader (whether male or
female), having special admiration for winners, or even being totally submissive to another person who you feel
is somehow in charge of you and your life are characteristic inclinations from similar experiences long ago.
Of course, Mars is the primary planet which symbolizes or rules the sign of Aries. This makes Mars and
martial urges of special significance to you this lifetime. Therefore, depending on whether or not you apply your
will, responding to conflict situations with directness and force are likely to be among your subconscious urges.
These urges are from your prior experiences in the realm of Mars and from one or more past lives in the harsh,
ancient desert culture of Israel and neighboring Arab lands.
Also from Mars, the Ram influence and this past lifetime in ancient Canaan and Palestine you may feel a
need not only to be a leader or director but to excel in your career or in more physical endeavors like exercising
or a competitive activities such as sports.[279-4, 340-15, 1804-1]
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Your Past Life Decanates
According to an ancient Vedic astrology method
still practiced in India, Past Life Planets are realms
in which you sojourned between earth lifetimes. They
are identified through the position of your sidereal
Sun and Moon in the decanates (a decanate is a onethird division of a zodiac sign; each is ruled by a
planet). Any patterns involving these Past Life
Planets are therefore of special importance. Pay extra
attention, then, to any sections of your Report which
interpret these planets.
NOTE: If your Sun and Moon are both located in a
decanate which is ruled by the same planet, then
only the Sun position is interpreted; the Moon's
decanate position, being the same as the Sun's,
therefore does not need to be interpreted.
Your Sun is in Virgo Decanate
Your sidereal Sun is in VIRGO decanate, which is ruled by Mercury. Mercury as Past Life Planet gives you
a high intellectual capacity, marked data handling or communications skills, a distinct thirst for knowledge and a
natural aptitude for writing, teaching and research.
A prominent Mercurian lifetime as an Egyptian or Hebrew scribe and/or teacher in colonial Asia, Africa or
the early Americas is therefore likely.
Your Moon is in Leo Decanate
Your sidereal Moon is in the decanate of LEO, which is ruled by the Sun. The Sun as Past Life Planet
indicates a high level of soul development and power with great potential for spiritual service and leadership in
the present. As the Sun sojourn between lives is the highest interlife experience possible in this system, you may
have voluntarily chosen to reincarnate to help and uplift others. One or more prior lifetimes of leadership in
religious or state affairs, or both, in ancient Egypt, Persia, modern Europe, or elsewhere in Asia, is likely.
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